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Sunday, December 24 of 2023

APPARITION OF THE VIRGIN MARY IN THE MARIAN CENTER OF AURORA, PAYSANDU,
URUGUAY, TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO CORAZÓN DE JESÚS, DURING THE
VIGIL OF PRAYER OF CHRISTMAS EVE 

In the name of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit. Amen.

My silence must be heard, because it is the silence of My Son, the silence of God, because these are
our last Messages, our last impulses for humanity.

Therefore, these are the most important moments, when inner silence must prevail over words.
Because the Sacred Word has already created the universe, it has manifested life and all existence.

Now, beloved children, you must make room for silence to learn to listen. For in this way you will
help this race of the surface to no longer justify itself at this moment of humanity, but rather to learn
to open its inner ears to learn to listen to all that God has told it throughout recent times, through the
Immaculate Heart of your Heavenly Mother, through the Heart of My Most Beloved Son Jesus, and
through the Chaste Heart of Saint Joseph.

This is the time to learn to listen to the Word of God. It is the time to learn to assume this Word as
part of oneself, so that little by little, the Will of God may manifest itself in this cycle of great
definitions for all.

But do not lose sight of what I am telling you at this moment. May your hearts and inner worlds
zealously hold these Sacred Words of the Mother of God, so that you may learn to make correct
decisions, so that you may learn that, in this material life, dialog is the foundation for all
understanding.

Therefore, I ask you, once again, to open your hearts, to allow your inner worlds to receive this
impulse from the Mother of God. Because it will be in this way, My children, that the Christic
essence will approach you so that you may learn to live as Jesus lived; so that you may learn to feel
just as Jesus felt; so that you may learn to give of yourself just as Christ surrendered for you.

Tonight I do not want to extend Myself too much, for the gaze of the Heavenly Mother is set upon
urgent matters of humanity. We have many wars taking place in the world, innocent blood
continues to be shed, and there is no awareness of this, My children.

Therefore, the only thing I ask of you is to be silent and listen to Our last Words, on behalf of those
who do not listen to the Words of God, on behalf of My children who for different reasons, close
their hearts and cannot find meaning in the life that God gave them.

Lastly, I come to thank the brave and prayerful hearts who, during these last nine days, and with
great faith and conviction, gathered through "Prayer for Peace in the Nations" to fulfill and respond
to My special request for families.

Know and absolutely believe that all those who during the nine days, placed their intentions, their
prayers and above all their hearts at Our Feet, will receive the Grace they have asked for so much.
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In this time, may peace, understanding and listening prevail, so that it may not be too late, but rather
that more hearts and more souls may receive the Grace of the Return of Christ, Our Lord.

Through the angels that accompany Me at this moment and are witnesses of the rebirth of Christ in
each heart, I thank you for responding to My call, and I bless you in the name of Universal Peace.

In the name of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit. Amen. 


